
It’s The End Of The Word As We Know It (And I Feel Fine)-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8OyBtMPqpNY

I chose this song because in the novel the characters are trying to survive an apocalypse of
sorts or the end of the world. The lyrics of the song are “it’s the end of the world as we know it,
and I feel fine”. I feel that this can relate to the main characters in the book because they are
living in the dystopian society and they treat it as if it’s normal. The song artist of the song also
makes it seem like they are fine because they have no hope that they will survive which is kind
of the same for the boy and his father. They don’t expect to live long so they do not set long
term goals and are quick to accept death.

The End- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXqPNlng6uI
I chose the song The End by The Doors mainly because of the lyrics “This is the end, beautiful
friend. This is the end, my only friend”. I believe this relates to the boy and the man because
they only have each other in the world that they are in. They are each other's only real friends.
The song also says “no safety or surprise”. In the dystopian world they live in they do not really
have a safe space for them to exist. Everywhere they go there is danger.

Apocalypse Please-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCr36u4i_7E
I chose the song Apocalypse Please by Muse because the lyrics relate to the book very well.
The song says “ This is the end of the world and it’s time we saw a miracle. Come on, it’s time
for something biblical to pull us through, and pull us through.” I find this interesting because
throughout the book the man and the buoy are constantly faced with danger and they always
somehow get away unscathed for the most part. I see this to be a miracle for them for the day in
age that they are living in.

The Final Countdown-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jK-NcRmVcw
I also chose this song because it relates to the man and the boy and their relationship.  I mainly
say this because of the lyrics “ We’re leaving together, but it’s still farewell”. I believe this can
relate to passage on page 11 where the man says he’d want to die if the boy died. They would
be leaving the earth together but i they still are saying goodbye to the earth.

TIll the World Ends-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzU9OrZlKb8
I chose this song because the tile is “Till the World Ends”. The book is based on a time where
the world is ending so I felt it could relate. None of the the lyrics really relate to any of the
characters because the song is about dancing but the title does.
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